ABSTRACT. We discuss interpolation theory for the operator ideals 1; defined on a separable Hibert space as those operators A whose singular values pn(A) obey pn 4 cn-'Ip for some c. As an application we consider the functional N(V) = dim (spectral projection on (--, 0) for -A + V) on functions V on R", n > 3. We prove that for any E > 0: N(V) < Ce(11V11n12+e + IIVIIn12, )n/2 where Il.llp is an L~ norm and that ~i m~+ J ? ( h~) l A~/~ lnI2dnx
:
allowed is called the c (the smallest norm, IIAllp,,, of A; it is not a norm however!). Now consider a positive operator B which is unbounded with compact resolvent so that Such a situation is quite common; for example a celebrated theorem of Weyl asserts that -A,, the Dirichlet boundary condition Laplacian for some region ! 2 C Rn, has the property (2) with p = n/2. If (2) holds and p > 1 then A = (B + I)-'
lies in and this is the best information one can give for A in terms of lp,qspaces.
Our own interest in the spaces arose in a context more complex than that of the last paragraph, but one closely related to it. For any "potential" V E L " /~( R~) + L"(Rn), let -A + V be defined as a form sum (see Faris [lo] , or Simon [28] ). Let N(V) be the number of "bound states" of -A + V , i.e., the number of independent negative eigenfunctions for -A + V. Martin [19] (see also [33] ) proved a beautiful result for V's which were HGlder continuous with compact support:
where V-is the negative part of V and rn is the volume of the unit sphere in Rn. (3) is an especially beautiful result because of its connection with the relationship between quantum mechanics and classical mechanics; for the right side of (3) is just (2n)-" Vol where Vol is the volume of phase space where the classical energy p2 + V(x)is negative. On the other hand, since -A + XV = A(-1-'A + V) the left side of (3) represents the number of bound states of a quantum system multiplied by hn in the limit as h -+0. Thus (3) gives meaning to the statement that in the classical limit, the number of bound states of a quantum system is given by the volume of phase space divided by hn (where h = 2n). Martin uses a technique of Dirichlet-Neumann bracketing [7] , [22] . (3) has been proven independently by Tarnura 1331 using Green's function techniques. Tamura eliminates a certain amount of smoothness on V but still requires it to go to zero at infinity, be smooth near infinity and have only negative singularities.
One way of proving (3) for more general V's is by an approximation argument. This requires a bound on ~, ,~N ( X V ) / X~/~ if
=N,(V) with N,(V)
V is sufficiently small. We conjecture the bound for n > 3 and will reduce this to a conjecture on certain integral operators lying A simple application of Bessel's inequality shows [29] that a, , is doubly substochastic By (13), the matrix (a,,) defines a contraction on I, and 1,. Thus by the Reisz-Thorin interpolation theorem, it defines a contraction on each Ip and by Hunt's theorem, Theorem 1, a map of norm dp (independently of {a,,}).
It follows that PROOF. p,(A*A) = P,(A)~ so the result is trivial.
Interpolation theorems for 7; .
There is a general metatheorem which we discuss and prove in Appendix 2 which says that any interpolation theorem on symmetrically normal sequence spaces extends to the ideals indexed by these spaces. I will illustrate these ideas by proving Hunt's interpolation theorem for trace ideals: 
where D only depends on pi, qi and t (and is the constant in the usual Hunt theorem).
In proving Theorem 3.1, we will also prove: THEOREM 3.2. Theorem 3. I remains true i f HI is replaced by a finite measure space (M, dp) and 1, (resp. 7:) 
S({AI)= T & an(% ,i$n).
By hypothesis, S takes 1 into I with norm bounded by C, so by Theorem . We prove (17) in Lemma 5.3. Now, given V, W E X, by (17), we have:
By hypothesis, given V E X and e, we can find W E with IIV -WII, < e2 + "I2
and JIV!!/~ -w ! 1 2 1 <~( e ' + " /~) . Then:
by (3) (Martin [19] , Tamura [33] ). Interchanging V and W in (18) we see that
Since e is arbitrary, we are done. REMARK.Conversely if the bound (4) holds, then for any V with V Q 0, Ilo(V)IInl2,, Q cIlVllnl2 and so, for any V, lIo(V)lln12,w 2cll Vlln12. Thus the truth of (4) and Conjectures 2 and 3 would imply Conjecture 1 for p = n/2. We feel that Conjecture 1 is "substantially equivalent" to equation (4) . This bespeaks the "naturalness" of the methods we describe. Appendix 1. Hunt's interpolation theoren. In this appendix we describe a proof of Theorem 1.1. We do this not only because we wish this paper to be self-contained, but also because the proof of this special use of Hunt's more general theorem is much simpler than the general case. The proof we give is not readily available; we learned it several years ago from E. Nelson. Thus Tf = Tg, + Th, and so n € ~f :
and IITflIqt,, <CD max (No, N,) . (6) follows by homogeneity. Appendix 2. Interpolation theorems for symmetrically normed ideals of operators. Among the operator ideals are the symmetrically normed ideals studied in [13] , [23] . These correspond to sequence spaces which are Banach spaces whose norm %al, a2, . . . ) has the following properties:
(i) %ai) = limn+w+(al,. . . , a n , 0, 0 , . . . ,0, ...).
Ci) %ai) = %bit). (which is not a norm) and also Orlicz ideals corresponding to Orlicz sequence spaces [16] .
In this appendix, we prove a general metatheorem which allows one to transfer interpolation theorems from symmetrically normed sequence spaces to their associated ideals. Included in this general theorem is a Reisz-Thorin theorem for lp [17] , interpolation theorems for Orlicz ideals which follow those for Orlicz spaces [5] ,the theorems we prove for Ip,, in 53, and a Marcinkiewicz theorem. The same method allows the transfer of Stein interpolation theorems [30] and "wandering analytic function theorems" [13] .
The key is the following:
LEMMAk2.1. Let + be a symmetric noming function. Let Bii be a doubly substochastic matrix, i.e., ZilBiil < 1, all j ; ZilBiil < 1, all i. Let a E I, , the associated sequence space and define = ~~~a~.
Then Ba E 1, and +(Ba) <@(a).
PROOF. By a simple limiting argument, we can suppose that B is a finite matrix and deal with sequences (a,, . . . ,a,, 0, . . . ). We claim that in that case we can find B* with lBiil <B$ with B* doubly stochastic, i.e., ZfB; = ZiB$ = 1. Temporarily deferring the proof of this claim, we note that WBa) <qB*lal) (since @( a) <@(b) if lail < Ibil; see [13] ). Since B* is doubly stochastic, it is a convex combination of permutation matrices (i.e., doubly stochastic matrices with all elements 0 or 1). Since @ is convex and symmetric, we conclude that @(B* lal) <Ylal) = +(a).
This leaves us to verify the claim about the existence about B*. Without loss suppose that Bii 2 0. Define B$ inductively, defining first BT1, then BT2, . . . ,BTn, BZl, . . . ,B,*,: at each stage define B$ to be as large as possible without destroying the double substochasticity. Thus at each stage, we increase the i, j element until either the ith row or the jth column sums to 1. We claim that B* is doubly stochastic. For, if some row, say the ith, does not sum to 1, then by the above, each column must sum to 1. But a doubly substochastic finite matrix in which each column sums to 1 is doubly stochastic.
As in the proof of Theorem 2. (4) conjectured in this paper has been proven independently by E. Lieb (Princeton Univ. (preprint)) M. Cwickel (Institute for Advanced Study (preprint)) and M. Rosenbljum (Leningrad (in press)). Cwickel, in particular, proves our Conjecture 1.
